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OUTDOOR

Easter Egg Clues
for big kids

I sit very still when I don’t have a rider,
check under my tires to get what you desire.

Fill me with seeds and put me up high,
my guests come from up in the sky.

On a hot day, I give you a shady seat.
Come sit here now to find what you seek.

I am a box with a stick, and I’m
where you’ll find mail quick.

Use me to give plants a drink, you
fill me up from the kitchen sink!

I am where you throw out trash and
people say I’m nasty and yuck. But if you
don’t find your clue you’ll be out of luck!

I’ve got charcoal in my belly, and metal
feet. Once I am hot, it’s time to eat.

Use me to cool down the ground on a hot
day, I am long and effective I must say.

Reach new heights by swinging on my
seat, a regular chair just can’t compete.

I separate your house from your
neighbors, and am made from wood.

OUTDOOR

Easter Egg Answers
for big kids

I sit very still when I don’t have a rider, check under my tires
to get what you desire.

CAR

Fill me with seeds and put me up high, my guests come
from up in the sky.

BIRD FEEDER

On a hot day, I give you a shady seat. Come sit here now to
find what you seek.

TREE

I am a box with a stick, and and I’m where you’ll find mail
quick.

MAILBOX

Use me to give plants a drink, you fill me up from the
kitchen sink!

WATERING CAN

I am where you throw out trash and people say I’m nasty and
yuck. But if you don’t find your clue you’ll be out of luck!

GARBAGE CAN

I’ve got charcoal in my belly, and metal feet. Once I am hot,
it’s time to eat.

BBQ

Use me to cool down the ground on a hot day, I am long and
effective I must say.

GARDEN HOSE

Reach new heights by swinging on my seat, a regular chair
just can’t compete.

SWING

I seperate your house from your neighbors, and am made
from wood.

FENCE

